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The latest in bestselling author Kathryn Lasky's stunning wolves series!Faolan has always been an

outsider. Exiled as a pup, then shunned by his fellow wolves for his unusual connection to the

bears, Faolan has struggled to earn a place in the pack. But a terrible danger is looming on the

horizon, and Faolan is the only one who knows how to fight it. Will he be able to claim his rightful

place as leader? Unless Faolan can inspire the pack to stand together, it could be the end of the

wolves of the beyond.
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My 8-year old grandson loves this series! I read the books as well, and found them an engaging tale

of the travails of a young wolf cub, was left to die because of deformity. The author uses a lot of

Celtic-styled words through the story and my only complaint was that one wolfish curse ( in a dialog

reminiscent of Patton's famous speach just before D-day) that was far too close to a common

English "cleaned-up" version of his actual word that is commonly used in impolite conversations. I

sent the author an email, and she immediately responded, offering to chat with me by phone. We

had a good discussion and she hadn't thought about the similarity, promising to avoid that in future

titles.I was amazed to actually get a reply, and it was from the author , not some staffer! A big 2



thumbs up for integrity!

In this continuation of the Wolves of the Beyond series, a new tale is woven. At first it seems to be

that this is just another book. Another book in another series. But no. Pay attention and you will see

that the worlds of owls wolves and bears are more intwined and more connected than ever thought

of in this world of the Beyond. Faolan is on thee edge of a discovery that could change his life.

Mhairie and Dearlea are sure to have thier adventures with the Namara wolves. Who I really look

forward to are Edme ans Gwynneth. Thier stories seem unfinished and for that I am eagerly

awaitingg book 5.What with the amazingly well woven story Lasky puts before us, the characters

who are so well given, and the storries yet to come I will most definetly stick with this series to the

end.

Picture this. Every morning when the alarm goes off, my kids come running into our bedroom and

jump in bed with us and I read another chapter of Wolves aloud to the family. Then we all whine

about not having time to read more, and move onto our day, looking forward to tomorrow morning.I

couldn't be more grateful to Ms. Lasky for helping make our mornings loving and fun.

I'm 13 years old and I bought my first 2 Wolves of the Beyond series books at school. I never read

books before this series. There is something about this books that really captured my attention.

They are very interesting and with awesome life lessons hidden inside the stories. Now, I became a

passionate reader! I bought my next 2 Wolves of the Beyond books here on  with the help of my

older brother, who ordered them for me. I'm truly glad he helped me with this, because now I can't

stop reading this awesome series. I totally recommend Wolves of the Beyond series books!

"Hello there I'm Dalikki Of The Silver Mountain Pack and MacKarion clan and this book is amazing

but fighten is not a word in one part of this book" - Dalikki "Urskadamus!!! I wish I was a character of

this book but I'm just a made up wolf a malacadh I think it's called is what I am and I have a missing

leg but I'm a great runner like Creakle of the MacDuff clan and I'm a Brown wolf mixed with tan,

white, black, and dark gray and my eyes are green with gold flecks but if MacDuncan MacDuff

MacAngus lone wolf I think or something or an outcast I'm fine with whatever" her tail flicked in a

happy gesture "Please let me be in the books" - Dalikki *~* Sketch Out!! *~*

Great book,I would read all these books in the series in a heartbeat.I'm reading #6 star wolf.Star



wolf is the last book she makes in the series so far.But next im gonna read Gaurdians of ga'hoole by

the same author.hope u likes these books as much as i do.

It is a hands down, award-winning, awesome book this is my second favorite series we are talking

about. I have loved it from the very first page of the first book to now. And I am not giving this series

up now and not ever. If you have given up on Folan ,don't. Because he is an honorable wolf and I

believe in him. I know though, if you have gotten this far, you are probably In love with this wolf

already. Never doubt a book like those. Keep reading and somethings might change you. That is

what happened to me with "The Black Stallion". Ever since that book, I have been a horse crazy girl.

By the way, it is a great book and you should read it. In other words,go Folan!

Kathryn Lasky has captured the imagination of my granddaughter. This birthday gift of the last three

in the series was excitedly received!I would purchase other books by this author and definitely from

this seller.
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